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BUSINESS RECORDER 
Govt doesn’t want to ‘ruin’ national economy: PM 
ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Imran Khan has said that Pakistan was facing the fourth wave of lethal 
coronavirus, but the government does not want to ruin the national economy by imposing a complete 
lockdown. 
 

Bordering districts of Balochistan: FPCCI thanks Iran for normalising power 
supply 
ISLAMABAD: Federation of Pakistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) on Sunday thanked 
Iranian Ambassador Syed Ali Hussaini for normalizing electricity supply from Iran to the bordering 
districts of Balochistan that would help in promoting trade and business activities in these areas. 
 

Special Economic Zones: Complicated procedure causing delay in new investment: 
PIAF 
LAHORE: The Pakistan Industrial and Traders Association Front (PIAF) has asked the government to 
make the regulations and procedures of Special Economic Zones (SEZs) easy and simple, removing all 
irrelevant and unnecessary clauses, as they cause hurdles and delay the new investment in the country. 
 

Extension of cash in counter facility widely hailed 
PESHAWAR: Exporters and importers have widely welcomed the government’s decision of extension of 
cash in counter facility for next two and half months. They termed the move would not only facilitate 
regional trade but it would also ease out difficulties of business community, especially exporters. 
 

Arshad Jamal elected UBG VP 
KARACHI: Senior customs agents’ leader Arshad Jamal has been elected as vice president of United 
Business Group (UBG). The announcement was made at a ceremony organized by All Pakistan Customs 
Agents Association (APCAA), North Zone, in Lahore, attended by leading businessmen and central leaders 
of the UBG attended it. 
 

China to help Pakistan seize wave of technological revolution 
BEIJING: In the context of the fourth industrial revolution and the digital economy, new industries are 
emerging, and China will help Pakistan seize the wave of the technological revolution to "overtake" and 
achieve leapfrog development. 
 

THE RUPEE 
KARACHI: Over five days of trading last week, PKR experienced net fall against USD in both interbank and 
open markets falling by more than one rupee. 
 

Weekly Cotton Review: Rate remains stable 
KARACHI: The rate of cotton remained overall stable. The production of cotton will be less than the target. 
Fluctuation was seen in the rate of cotton in the international cotton market. 
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DAWN NEWS PAPER 
PM slams Sindh’s lockdown decision 
• Fears lockdown will plunge country into crisis 
• Minister hints at restrictions in some cities 
• Asad for decision on vaccination from NCOC platform 
• New cases cross 5,000 mark 
 

Ogra faces pressure to allow new gas connections 
ISLAMABAD: Ahead of its determination of gas prices, the Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (Ogra) is 
coming under increasing pressure to allow millions of new connections despite unavailability of 
additional gas, rising price and circular debt. 
 

Pakistan’s exports to Italy record 49pc growth 
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan’s exports to Italy recorded a 49 per cent growth on a year-on-year basis to $786 
million in the outgoing fiscal year 2020-21 despite the fact that the Covid-19 pandemic had hit the Italian 
market. 
 

Airlines start checking vaccination certificates of passengers 
RAWALPINDI: The airlines staff, including that of the national flag carrier Pakistan International Airlines 
(PIA), started checking vaccination certificates of passengers on all flights from Sunday before boarding 
in the light of guidelines of the National Command and Operation Centre (NCOC). 
 

THE NEWS INTERNATIONAL 
NAB determined to weed out corruption from Pakistan, says chairman 
ISLAMABAD: National Accountability Bureau (NAB) Chairman Justice (R) Javed Iqbal said that corruption 
breeds injustice, poverty, undermines social, economic norms of societies and affects the countries 
around the world. 
 

‘11 mass vaccination centers to function round the clock in Karachi’ 
KARACHI: Keeping in view the high turnout of citizens to vaccination centers, Sindh government has 
converted 11 vaccination centers into mass vaccination centers where people will be vaccinated round 
the clock. 
 

TRIBUNE NEWS PAPER 
PM Imran advises Sindh to opt for smart lockdowns 
ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Imran Khan advised Sindh government on Sunday to refrain from enforcing 
a lockdown in the province, saying hungry people cannot be forced to go under a complete lockdown. 
 

Pak-Italy see ‘new dimensions’ to enhance trade, economic ties 
ISLAMABAD: Ambassador of Pakistan to Italy Jauhar Saleem on Sunday said that Pakistani-Italian 
bilateral relations are looking at new dimensions to enhance mutual cooperation and economic activities 
in different sectors. 
 

11 'mass vaccination centres' to administer jabs round-the-clock 
 

Vaccine fraud: Fake certificates jeopardise inoculation drive 
 

EXPRESS NEWS PAPER 
Mandatory Vaccination, Labor, Employees getting increase of hardship    
 

Home vaccination facility providing upon receiving payment amid increase of fake 
certificate 
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